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Abstract 

Background: Digital Information Literacy (DIL) refers to the ability to obtain, under-
stand, evaluate, and use information in digital contexts. To accurately capture various 
dimensions of DIL, assessment designers have increasingly looked toward complex, 
interactive simulation-based environments that afford more authentic learner per-
formances. These rich assessment environments can capture process data produced 
by students’ goal driven interactions with digital sources but linking this data to infer-
ences about the target constructs introduces significant measurement challenges 
which cognitive theory can help us address.

Methods: In this paper, we analyzed data generated from a simulated web search 
tool embedded within a theoretically-grounded virtual world assessment of multiple-
source inquiry skills. We describe a multi-step clustering approach to identify patterns 
in student’s search processes by bringing together theory-informed process data 
indicators and sequence clustering methods.

Results: We identified four distinct search behaviors captured in students’ pro-
cess data. We found that these search behaviors differed both in their contribution 
to the web search tool subscores as well as correlations with task level multiple-source 
inquiry subconstructs such as locating, evaluating, and synthesizing information. 
We argue that the search behaviors reflect differences in how students generate 
and update their task goals.

Conclusion: The data-driven approach we describe affords a qualitative understand-
ing of student strategy use in a complex, dynamic simulation- and scenario-based 
environment. We discuss some of the strengths and challenges of using a theoreti-
cal understanding of multiple-source inquiry to inform how we processed, analyzed, 
and interpreted the data produced from this assessment tool and the implications 
of this approach for future research and development.

Introduction
The societal importance of digital literacy competencies for academic and professional 
life (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2013) has 
necessitated the development of digital assessments that measure what individuals and 
groups know and can do with respect to these crucial skills. Large-scale international 
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assessments of related skills have been developed and administered across multiple age 
levels and populations (e.g., Mullis & Martin, 2019; PIAAC Expert Group, 2009; OECD, 
2019a, 2019b, 2021). To reflect changing notions of digital information literacy (DIL), 
researchers and assessment developers have developed complex, interactive simulation-
based assessments which capture authentic learner performances in rich environments, 
introducing measurement challenges (Scheerder et  al., 2017). These digitally-based 
assessments afford opportunities to collect multiple streams of evidence of students’ DIL 
skills, from item responses to moment-to-moment actions (i.e., process data captured 
in log files). This data can be used to investigate the relationships among digital liter-
acy processes and final products and the complexities of the fine-grained processes and 
behaviors that make up those performances (see Coiro et al., 2018; Sparks et al., 2016). 
While these interactive assessment tasks can provide a rich, continuous stream of data 
capturing students’ interactions with the task environment, these data also present a 
significant challenge for measurement and interpretation. Just as task developers have 
used frameworks like Evidence-Centered Design (ECD; Mislevy et al., 2003) to engage in 
principled approaches to the design of assessment tasks, analysis of data resulting from 
such tasks calls for a similarly principled approach in terms of using theory to inform 
our methods and models.

In this paper we apply recent recommendations for identifying process level features 
from large scale assessments (Arslan et al., 2023; Goldhammer et al., 2021; Kroehne & 
Goldhammer, 2018) to guide modeling of distinct strategies captured within process 
data generated from students’ interactions with a simulated web search tool embedded 
within a Virtual World for English Language Arts (ELA), a theoretically-grounded vir-
tual world environment and scenario-based assessment task designed to measure mul-
tiple aspects of students’ DIL skills in the context of conducting online inquiry from 
multiple sources within an engaging, interactive technology-based environment (Sparks 
et al., 2018; see also Coiro et al., 2018). In our analyses of this dynamic web search tool, 
which was specifically designed to collect robust moment-by-moment process data, we 
consider the content and timing of student actions as well as the context in which the 
actions occurred from the perspective of models of multiple-document comprehension 
(i.e., Rouet & Britt, 2011) and new literacies perspectives on online reading (e.g., Coiro 
& Dobler, 2007; Leu et al., 2008, 2013). Using sequence clustering methods, we identify 
distinct behaviors captured in students’ process data and explore how these behaviors 
relate to task performance. This approach affords a qualitative understanding of stu-
dents’ search behaviors that reflects the complexity of their interactions within increas-
ingly rich DIL tasks and contributes to a growing research literature documenting the 
skills and strategies students use during online reading (see Afflerbach & Cho, 2009; 
Cho, Afflerbach, & Han, 2018; Coiro & Dobler, 2007; Coiro, 2020; Rouet, 2006; Salmerón 
et al., 2018).

Theoretical background
Assessing digital information literacy with interactive digital tasks

Contemporary notions of digital literacy reflect the complex interplay of knowledge, 
skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed to support individuals as they obtain, understand, 
evaluate, and use information within digital environments (Sparks et  al., 2016). Thus, 
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DIL includes KSAs related to defining, accessing, evaluating, managing, integrating, and 
creating information through critical and effective use of digital tools and technologies 
to solve information-based problems. Large-scale international assessments that meas-
ure such competencies include Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS 
and ePIRLS; Mullis & Martin, 2015, 2019), the International Computer and Information 
Literacy Study (ICILS; Fraillon et  al., 2019); the Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) literacy assessment (OECD, 2013;  2019a); and the Programme for 
International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) Problem-Solving in Tech-
nology Rich Environments (PS-TRE) assessment (PIAAC Expert Group, 2009; OECD, 
2019b). These assessments incorporate interactive, simulated digital environments (e.g., 
simulated web browsers, search engine results, and/or webpages) and ask test takers to 
interact directly with the interface to achieve certain tasks (e.g., interacting with a list of 
links in a simulated search results page to identify a website that meets certain criteria; 
see OECD, 2019a). While the scoring models of these assessments are often focused on 
the outcomes of students’ interactions in such tasks, the collection of process data in 
digital log files enables finer-grained investigation of students’ inquiry processes (e.g., 
Hinostroza et al., 2018; Van Deursen & Van Dijk, 2009).

Prior research using process data from these large-scale assessments to model DIL 
skills has primarily focused on identifying patterns in how individuals locate informa-
tion in digital environments (e.g., Hahnel et al., 2019). These patterns can provide valu-
able descriptive information about individuals’ search behaviors or can be further linked 
to the outcomes (i.e., products) of their search processes. A wide variety of data-driven 
methodologies have been explored for identifying patterns in student’s problem-solving 
sequences (e.g., Gao et al., 2022; Hao et al., 2015; He & Von Davier, 2016; He et al., 2019, 
2021; Tang et  al., 2020; Ulitzsch et  al., 2021). The primarily assumption across these 
methods is that strategic differences in test takers’ problem solving is manifested in the 
variation in the order in which actions occur; that is, students who use similar strat-
egies will produce sequences of similar actions, occurring in similar orders, of similar 
lengths. Analyses identifying similarities in student problem-solving processes have 
been applied to PS-TRE process data to understand strategy use on both single item 
(He & Von Davier, 2016; He et al., 2019; Ulitzsch et al., 2021) and multi-item data sets 
(He et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2020). These differences are frequently mapped to differ-
ences in outcome measures from the PS-TRE assessment or tied to certain background 
characteristics of the test takers. The link between process data differences and outcome 
variables (i.e., nomothetic span) is viewed as an important aspect of a validity argument 
(Embretson, 1983; Keehner et al., 2017; Goldhammer et al., 2021).

Capturing complexities of online inquiry with the virtual world for ELA task

Current large-scale assessments provide a limited view into students’ DIL skills, espe-
cially in terms of how these skills are leveraged in the context of conducting extended 
inquiries from multiple sources in digital environments. The Virtual World for English 
Language Arts (ELA) project (Sparks et al., 2018) aimed to develop a digital platform for 
measuring information gathering, processing, and integration skills, considering grow-
ing emphasis on DIL skills across all aspects of the curriculum and especially their role 
in supporting tasks requiring research and inquiry (Coiro, 2011; Goldman et al., 2010; 
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NGA & CCSSO, 2010; Sparks & Deane, 2015; Zhang & Quintana, 2012). Specifically, we 
explored students’ interactions in inquiry-based scenarios that situated them in a simu-
lated social context to motivate engagement in locating, evaluating, reading, and writ-
ing synthetic arguments from multiple sources, specifically defining our target construct 
and designing assessment activities in ways that are consistent with contemporary mod-
els of multiple-text comprehension (e.g., Britt & Rouet, 2012; Lawless et al., 2012) and 
new literacies (e.g., Coiro, 2020; Leu et al., 2008, 2013).

Theories underlying the ELA task construct definition

In defining the target construct of multiple-source inquiry for the virtual world task, we 
conducted literature reviews synthesizing several topics under the DIL umbrella, includ-
ing information problem solving (Brand-Gruwel & Stadtler, 2011; Brand-Gruwel et al., 
2005; Walraven et al., 2008), multiple-text comprehension (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Gold-
man et al., 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2018; Graesser et al., 2007; Wiley et al., 2009), and 
new literacies perspectives on online reading (Coiro, 2011, 2020; Leu et al., 2008, 2013) 
(see Sparks & Deane, 2015; Sparks et al., 2016; Coiro et al., 2018a,b for reviews). Thus, 
our construct definition requires students to define problems and information needs; 
locate potentially relevant information sources; evaluate those sources for relevance 
and reliability; process, analyze, and synthesize their contents; and communicate what 
one has learned (Coiro et al., 2018), in ways that are consistent with multiple-document 
comprehension models like the Multiple-Document Task-based Relevance Assessment 
and Content Extraction model (MD-TRACE; Rouet & Britt, 2011) and new literacies 
perspectives on online inquiry and reading comprehension (e.g., Afflerbach & Cho, 
2009; Coiro, 2011, 2020).

Models of multiple‑document comprehension

Broadly, models of multiple document comprehension have emphasized the additional 
complexities and skills required to adequately comprehend multiple sources (e.g., Britt 
& Rouet, 2012), as opposed to the cognitive processes required for comprehension of 
single texts (e.g., Kintsch, 1998). At minimum, distinct texts may be written by different 
authors with their own aims, purposes, and perspectives, which necessitates attending 
to information about the source of the documents in order to account for and resolve 
potential discrepancies in their contents (e.g., Braasch et  al., 2012) which themselves 
may not be explicit and require knowledge-based and cross-text inferences (Britt & 
Aglinskas, 2002; Britt & Rouet, 2012; Goldman, 2004; Perfetti et  al., 1999; Wineburg, 
1991). The goal of multiple document comprehension is a coherent mental model of the 
relationships among the documents and their sources, or a documents model representa-
tion (Perfetti et al., 1999).

The MD-TRACE model (Rouet & Britt, 2011) elaborated on this product model 
to account for the unfolding cognitive processes that occur during multiple docu-
ment comprehension, particularly in the context of inquiry and information-based 
problem-solving tasks that are common to many academic domains (Britt & Rouet, 
2012). This model is a descriptive model that captures the interplay among cognitive 
processes, internal cognitive resources, and external task-based resources that indi-
viduals may experience as they undertake tasks involving multiple documents (e.g., 
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using information from multiple web pages to write an essay discussing whether 
human activity contributes to global climate change, as part of a science assign-
ment). MD-TRACE describes multiple document comprehension as a task-oriented 
process involving the following five steps, which are iteratively cycled through until 
the student satisfies their information needs and task goals (Rouet & Britt, 2011):

1. Construct or revise a mental model of the task, goals, and success criteria
2. Assess information needs, based on prior knowledge and questions that must be 

answered to satisfy task goals
3. Document use, which involves (a) locating and selecting sources that are relevant 

to the task, (b) reading and comprehending the sources to build a mental model of 
their content, (c) constructing or revising a documents model reflecting relationships 
among the sources

4. Apply information from the mental model to construct or revise the task product
5. Evaluate the task product in terms of task, goals, and success criteria

Relevance of information with respect to task goals is a central consideration of 
this model, consistent with cognitive research indicating that goals or purposes 
for reading affect readers’ attention with consequences for recall and comprehen-
sion (Britt et al., 2018; McCrudden et al., 2010, 2011; Pichert & Anderson, 1977; van 
den Broek et  al., 2001). This iterative cycle is consistent with research emphasiz-
ing the metacognitive and self-regulation skills required for successful inquiry (e.g., 
Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Edelson, 2002; Zhang & Quintana, 2012).

New literacies perspectives on online reading comprehension

As seen from a new literacies perspective, successful participation in  situations 
where readers are tasked with gathering and comprehending information from mul-
tiple sources (as described by MD-TRACE) in online contexts requires advanced 
reading skills beyond required in single or multiple-text comprehension in offline 
settings, including: (a) searching and navigating to identify relevant links in hyper-
text environments; (b) integrating multiple formats and distinct text content; and (c) 
critically evaluating information, including for trustworthiness (Afflerbach & Cho, 
2009; Coiro, 2011; Coiro & Dobler, 2007; Leu et  al., 2013; Salmerón et  al., 2018). 
These complex online inquiry practices require distinct skills and strategies that are 
not explicitly accounted for in more general models of multiple-document compre-
hension (see Coiro et al., 2018). Using Internet search engines, constructing appro-
priate search terms, navigating websites, and monitoring one’s progress toward 
information needs all reflect unique aspects of online inquiry. In search engine con-
texts, students make predictions about document relevance and reliability based on 
available cues (Metzger et  al., 2010; Rieh, 2002), including keywords that indicate 
relevant semantic overlap (Rouet  & Britt, 2011) or source features (e.g., type of web-
site, publisher) that provide information about trustworthiness (Rieh, 2002; Rieh & 
Hilligoss, 2008). These predictions in turn shape individual’s decisions about search 
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and navigation (Afflerbach & Cho, 2009; Cho, Afflerbach & Han, 2018; Salmerón 
et al., 2018).

ELA virtual world task and digital tools

The Virtual World for ELA was designed as a platform to measure multiple aspects 
of digital inquiry (Sparks et al., 2018; see also Coiro et al., 2018). We used a scenario-
based assessment design to meaningfully situate and motivate digital tool use within a 
goal driven context (e.g., Coiro, 2011; Sabatini et al., 2018; Sparks & Deane, 2015; Sparks 
et al., 2021). The scenario-based task developed for the ELA Virtual World featured an 
overarching narrative context, a goal-driven scenario, and assessment activities that 
challenged students to locate task-relevant information by interacting with virtual char-
acters and reading “print” and digital text resources housed in different locations within 
a virtual town (Sparks et al., 2018).

Specifically, students were asked to conduct research to evaluate the accuracy of 10 
key claims contained in an artifact describing one character’s (purported) participation 
in a historical event; students then use this analysis to determine whether the artifact 
should be placed into the virtual town’s history museum, writing a source-based argu-
ment to defend their conclusions as a culminating performance task (Sparks et al., 2018). 
Of the 10 key claims, eight focus on the event itself, while two focus on a secondary 
topic related to the event (i.e., a narrower subtopic). This task had three phases: Setup, 
Free Roam, and Conclusion. These phases establish the scenario, context, and task goals; 
enable free exploration and navigation among available sources, including opportunities 
to read and evaluate those sources; and prompt integration and synthesis of collected 
sources toward an overall response to the inquiry task, respectively. Each phase of the 
task is associated with specific digital tools that are designed to elicit and capture stu-
dents’ responses and processes with respect to the student model, in a coherent and 
principled fashion. These digital tools allow for students to deepen their understandings 
as they interact within and across tools and texts, consistent with the iterative cycles and 
revisions to mental models and task products assumed in MD-TRACE (Rouet & Britt, 
2011). Figure 1 illustrates two tools emphasized in the current analyses—the simulated 
web search and the evidence manager.

Simulated web search tool

Students could access the web search tool (“Toogle” search) by accessing the Internet 
Café location. This tool was designed to simulate searches on the open web, using a 
Google-like search engine interface with a single textbox in which keyword strings can 
be entered. This tool used a split-screen layout, with search engine results appearing on 
the left panel, and full-text sources (i.e., websites or image results) appearing on the right 
panel once clicked (see Fig. 1A). The tool contained approximately 25 sources that could 
potentially be retrieved; sources varied in topic relevance and reliability (i.e., document 
type, source expertise, bias). Information that addressed all ten key claims within the 
task was distributed across three key websites; two key websites addressed the historical 
event directly, and a third key website addressed two claims about a secondary topic.
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When students enter a set of search terms in natural language and click the search 
button, the interface displays one of several predefined sets of results, based on regular 
expressions (Jurafsky & Martin, 2020). Each set of results includes a list of five websites 
with varying degrees of relevance, reliability, and usefulness to the inquiry task. Two sets 
of results (retrieved via different keywords) each contained the same two key websites 
about the historical event, a third set of results contained a third key website (about the 
secondary topic), and a fourth and fifth set of results contained only tangentially rel-
evant information. If students enter entirely irrelevant (off-topic) keywords, they are 
presented with a non-interactive (i.e., null) set of search results and a prompt from the 
virtual partner to align their search terms with the topic (i.e., a weak hint). Students can 

Fig. 1 Simulated Web Search and Evidence Manager Tools. A Screenshot of the simulated web search tool 
illustrating a search engine results page on the left panel and a selected source (i.e., website) on the right 
panel. The search results and website displayed reflect information with low relevance to the inquiry task. 
B Screenshot of the Evidence Manager tool, which is triggered by pressing the “Save to Evidence Manager” 
button available on any active source. The screenshot illustrates that the full text of the source is presented 
to students on the left panel, while prompts to evaluate the relevance, usefulness, and trustworthiness of the 
information appear on the right panel. After completing the fields on the right, the “Save and Close” button 
becomes active, enabling students to save their evaluations to the Evidence Manager
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complete an unlimited number of searches but following five irrelevant searches, they 
will be explicitly prompted by the virtual partner to type in a specific phrase that will 
yield relevant results (i.e., strong hint). It is then up to the student to act on the hint and 
to identify which of the websites in the set of results are most relevant and useful to the 
task. In cases when 29 min of free roam elapsed without the student finding all resources 
needed to complete the task, the system provided students with the resources needed 
for the final phase of the task (i.e., key resource resetting). These hints were incorporated 
following cognitive labs revealing that students sometimes had difficulty crafting search 
terms and subsequently locating the key websites (Sparks et al., 2018).

Evidence manager tool

The Evidence Manager tool provides students with an opportunity to collect, makes 
sense of, and evaluate resources they encounter in the course of their inquiry. When 
students locate a source they think is useful, they are instructed (by the virtual part-
ner) to click the “Save to Evidence Manager” button which appeared at the bottom of 
every active source (see Fig.  1A). Clicking this button triggers the Evidence Manager 
to open. An evidence card containing prompts to evaluate the source to appear on the 
right side of the screen, while the full text of the source (i.e., website, library book sum-
mary, or conversation transcript) appeared on the left side, with scroll bars displaying 
as necessary (see Fig.  1B). This split-screen interface offered the affordance of being 
able to review the information contents and be asked to respond to comprehension and 
evaluation questions about the information simultaneously. For example, students are 
prompted to evaluate the relevance, usefulness, and trustworthiness of the source, while 
providing explanations for their ratings, thus providing evidence of their KSAs related to 
evaluating source relevance and reliability. Unlike the web search tool, which is tied to a 
specific “location” in the virtual world, the Evidence Manager tool can be accessed at any 
point throughout the task via a menu in the upper right of the screen. Thus, students can 
review the resources and evaluations saved to the Evidence Manager at any time; they 
can also revise their evaluations of each source.

Within the ELA Virtual World, we deliberately allowed for repeated cycles of locat-
ing, gathering, and evaluation, in addition to enabling just-in-time reference to resources 
supporting development of the task model, revisions to document evaluations in the evi-
dence manager as new information was uncovered, ability to return to information gath-
ering after beginning the synthesis tasks in the Conclusion phase, among other features, 
capturing students’ dynamic interactions with these various features using process data.

ELA evidence model and scoring rules

Students’ actions and responses to constructed-response questions embedded in the 
task were evaluated and scored to assess multiple-source inquiry subconstructs of plan-
ning, locating, evaluating, and synthesizing. The ELA evidence model defines scoring 
rules used to evaluate students’ tool, the scoring rules, and associated points. These 
scoring rules illustrate how students’ performances within the complex digital task envi-
ronment—including both traditional item responses and actions taken within digital 
tools—are evaluated and transformed into quantitative measures for analysis (Table 1). 
In addition to selected actions being evaluated and scored, the task environment 
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recorded rich process data designed to capture students’ dynamic interactions with tasks 
and tools. These interactions can be examined using alternative analytic approaches to 
obtain additional evidence of students’ KSAs—including potential to investigate strategy 
use.

The current study

The aim of the current study is to leverage the dynamic process data collected within 
the ELA Virtual World (Sparks et al., 2018) to provide deeper insights into the KSAs 
and strategies students engage in when conducting online inquiry tasks within a sim-
ulated web search tool. We focus on students’ use of the simulated web search tool 
and associated use of the evidence manager tool to evaluate website contents (Fig. 2). 
These tools could be visited multiple times throughout the task, allowing for observa-
tion of iterative cycles as described in MD-TRACE (Rouet & Britt, 2011), as well as 
the potential to observe differences in the strategies students brought to bear when 
using these tools. Our aims in modeling this dataset were to (1) characterize differ-
ences in students’ search behaviors and (2) identify whether there are systematic dif-
ferences in between the task outcome measures and the behaviors students exhibit 
within the task.

Aims and research questions

In the current study we modeled students’ search behaviors as they interacted with a 
simulated web search tool to locate and evaluate websites relevant to the overall goals 
of a scenario-based multiple-source inquiry task as part of a tryout study. We used an 
unsupervised clustering approach to identify differences in search behavior across 

Fig. 2 Cognitive Task Model of the Simulated Web Search and Evidence Manager Tools. Cognitive task model 
of the simulated web search and evidence manager tools (left) and corresponding behaviors we expect 
based on the ELA Virtual World construct definition (right). Vertical bars between the cognitive task model 
and each set of behaviors indicate where in the task we expect to observe these behaviors
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sessions and students. While there have been numerous recent studies using sequence 
mining approaches to analyze PS-TRE process data (e.g., Gao et al., 2022; He et al., 2019; 
Ulitzsch et al., 2021), one of our objectives was to explore how our modeling approach 
needed to be adapted to better handle the additional complexity of this ELA Virtual 
World task compared to existing assessments. We applied recent frameworks for analyz-
ing process data (Arslan et al., 2023; Goldhammer et al., 2021; Kroehne & Goldhammer, 
2018) to our dataset to pursue three research questions (RQs):

• RQ1. What are the primary strategies students use when constructing and modifying 
searches in this task?

• RQ2. How does students’ use of different search behaviors relate to their perfor-
mance on the ELA virtual world assessment?

• RQ3. How do students’ search behaviors change throughout the task?

With respect to RQ1, in modeling students’ interactions with the web search tool, we 
expected to observe differences in how students constructed searches, interacted with 
search engine results and sources, and made decisions on what sources are most useful 
for completing the task and should be saved for later use. In Fig. 2 we illustrate a cogni-
tive task model for the simulated web search and evidence manager tools, the focus of 
our current analysis. This node and arrow representation captures the flow between dif-
ferent activities from search construction to location of relevant information, to source 
evaluation within the evidence manager. The.decisions that students make at these dif-
ferent stages of the search process have downstream effects on what choices are available 
to them as they interact within these tools—for example, the information that students 
can extract and evaluate in the evidence manager is linked to the relevance of sources 
they access and save, which are in turn constrained by the relevance of search engine 
results they are able to access based on the quality of the search terms they enter (Fig. 2). 
For this reason, we modeled search behaviors in terms of students’ entire sequence of 
search processes within a single visit to the Internet Café location—which may include 
multiple iterations of constructing and executing searches, scrolling results, and access-
ing and saving sources. We expected to observe differences in students’ understanding 
of their search goals and ability to generate queries that return relevant results. We may 
see adaptive strategies such as viewing reference materials, which would reflect attention 
to task goals or use of task-relevant information to guide search behaviors. We expect to 
also see variation in how students interact with search results and sources based on both 
their relevance to the task and their reliability (i.e., trustworthiness). For students whose 
searches produce results with low relevance to the task (e.g., students who receive weak 
or strong hints from the system) we investigated whether students adapted their search 
behaviors and what subsequent actions they took.

The evidence model and scoring rules (Table  1) delineate key indicators we would 
expect to be produced by students who are proficient with the different decision-making 
processes and behaviors described in Fig.  2. These scoring rules however do not con-
sider the process by which students arrive to these different choices; RQ2 explores this 
relationship between processes and scores. According to MD-TRACE, an individual’s 
behavior when searching for information balances tradeoffs between the satisfying the 
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individual’s goals around finding relevant, reliable, and useful information and mini-
mizing the cost (e.g., time, effort, energy, monetary) of accessing and processing infor-
mation (Rouet et al., 2021). As predicted by MD-TRACE, individuals who can balance 
these needs can identify relevant information from a list of sources, and quickly abandon 
searches that render irrelevant or unreliable sources. In contrast, students who struggle 
to determine information relevance may fall back on the use of simple heuristics such 
as choosing the first option in the list (Gerjets & Kammerer, 2010; Metzger et al., 2010; 
Rouet et al., 2021) or employing exhaustive strategies (Gao et al., 2022). We expect that 
these differences in students’ awareness of the relevance and reliability of information 
sources and ability to recognize when they need to change their behavior will result in 
differences in both student’s process and outcome data.

RQ3 considers the role of task contexts in how students’ search behaviors may change 
over the course of the task as they gain experience with the virtual world, gather, and 
accumulate additional information, and change their goals as appropriate for their pro-
gress through the extended inquiry task. This research question is primarily exploratory. 
Because students can use the web search tool at multiple points in the task and can sub-
mit an unlimited number of searches, it is likely that their goals will change from session 
to session as they accumulate information gathered from other virtual world locations 
and tools within their evidence manager. Within MD-TRACE, the student’s task model 
plays an important role in guiding their understanding of their information needs, for-
mation of goals, and construction of search terms. Variability in students’ underlying 
reading comprehension and self-regulation skills have been shown to influence their 
ability to understand, articulate, and remember their search task goals (for a review, see 
Rouet et al., 2021). We expect that students who use strategies that are well aligned to 
the goals of the scenario-based task will meet their information needs more quickly and 
show greater sensitivity to relevant information.

Methods
Participants

Eighth-grade students (N = 130; 67 females, 60 males) from two schools  (nUrban = 91, 
 nRural = 39) participated in the scenario-based task during a tryout study, completing the 
task and a post-survey in one 90-min session, with each student working individually. Of 
the 130 students, 127 (98%) visited the simulated web search tool at least once during the 
Free Roam phase. However, only 109 students proceeded from the Free Roam phase to 
the Conclusion phase, with 104 students completing the claim evaluation task outcome 
measure (i.e., selected-responses and short constructed-responses), and 98 students 
completing the subsequent source-based argument task outcome measure (i.e., extended 
constructed-response). Thus, approximately 24% of participating students did not com-
plete the Conclusion phase measures, and 31% completed only the first of these meas-
ures, mainly due to an inability to complete the task within the 90-min time constraint.

Materials and scoring

Students completed the scenario-based task previously described. Responses and 
actions were evaluated based on predefined scoring rules, with a total of 100 points pos-
sible for the total task. Points were assigned for individual actions and responses and 
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were evaluated by a combination of automated scoring and human ratings. Scores could 
be evaluated both at the task level (e.g., summing scores by phase or by location/tool) 
and by underlying subconstruct (i.e., planning, locating, evaluating, or synthesis). Stu-
dents’ behaviors in the simulated web search and evidence manager tools were evaluated 
by applying the scoring rules presented in Table 1. Altogether 23 points were possible 
within the simulated web search tool, with up to 8 points based on students’ actions in 
locating, retrieving, and saving key websites, and up to 15 points related to students’ 
critical evaluations of those sources in response to the prompts embedded in the Evi-
dence Manager tool (i.e., up to 5 points for each of three key sites).

Process data representation

We took special consideration in identifying the event types and granularity of event 
sampling that would serve as input for our models. Our approach for selecting this data 
representation considers the task design, the cognitive basis of the search strategies we 
aim to model, and the assumptions implicit within the unsupervised modeling approach 
we are using. These decisions reflect general recommendations for selecting process data 
features from assessment data (Arslan et al., 2023; Goldhammer et al., 2021; Kroehne & 
Goldhammer, 2018). The output of this effort is a temporally ordered series of events for 
each internet search session.

Event types

Actions

We first considered interface actions and student-initiated actions that result in mean-
ingful changes to the task state. These events provide new information or action-options 
that may cause the student to alter their goals. These events include running searches, 
navigating to new pages, and help events. Unlike the student actions around planning, 
locating, and evaluating information, help events can be solicited (e.g., the student 
requests a hint by clicking the icon of their virtual partner on the menu bar; see Fig. 2) or 
unsolicited (e.g., the system provides help after some duration of unproductive behavior, 
such as the web search hints described previously). Finally, we included a start and end 
state to contextualize student’s behaviors between the opening of the search environ-
ment (i.e., the start of the search session) to any action that resulted in the student leav-
ing that environment (i.e., the session end). Altogether, this analysis resulted in a list of 
24 actions which will be used for analysis.

Information relevance

MD-TRACE describes search behavior as a tradeoff between the cost of gathering 
information and the value of information for satisfying the task goals (i.e., usefulness). 
To capture the usefulness of information for modeling purposes, we coded the search 
results for their relevance (e.g., the degree to which they provided information rele-
vant to and useful for student’s overall inquiry task) and reliability (e.g., the degree to 
which the source could be trusted to provide trustworthy information), based on their 
intended designation in the underlying task design. This coding allows our model to 
test our hypotheses that strategic variation in behavior would be related to information 
quality. For each source we considered both its reliability and its relevance in creating 
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a ‘quality’ score. Sources with both high relevance and reliability were coded as ‘high 
quality’ (e.g., an article written by the Center for Disease Control that described key 
historical details around the event). Items with low reliability or relevance were coded 
as ‘low quality’ (e.g., a conspiracy blog questioning whether the event even happened 
while relevant to the topic comes from an unreliable source). The ‘medium quality’ items 
were partially relevant and of mixed reliability (e.g., an on-topic Wikipedia entry). This 
coding aligned with the classification of the sources in the underlying task design while 
simplifying the dimensions of reliability and relevance for the present analysis. Finally, 
we coded students’ evaluations of sources in terms of their judgments of information 
usefulness and trustworthiness in the evidence manager. This provides our model with a 
means to evaluate whether students can differentiate among sources that are (or are not) 
useful for completing the overall inquiry task.

Pausing behavior

An action sequence representation captures the sequence in which actions occur; how-
ever, it does not capture specific temporal information about when these events occur. 
According to cognitive theory, the cost of gathering information in web search environ-
ments is typically quantified in terms of time (Pirolli & Card, 1999; Pirolli & Fu, 2003; 
Rouet et al, 2021). These pauses can reflect a variety of activities, ranging from students 
processing the information within a given page, to making decisions about next steps 
in their search, or executing strategic actions (Arslan et al., 2023). Prior research sug-
gests that the length of a pause can contribute meaningful information to models of the 
problem-solving process and is an important indicator of student’s problem-solving pro-
ficiency (Paquette et al., 2014; Tenison & Anderson, 2016; Tenison & Arslan, 2020; Xu 
et al., 2020).

We assigned pauses between actions to ordinal categories to provide our model 
with the ability to distinguish actions that are completed in quick succession from 
those which require more interpretation and planning prior to execution (Fig. 3). To 
code variation in pauses within student’s action sequences we considered the cogni-
tive activities preceding planning, locating and evaluating activities and identified cut 
points that provided distinction within these different categories. We did not include 
pauses under 250 ms, the average time it takes for humans to prepare and execute a 
motor action (Anderson, 2009). These pauses were unlikely to reflect meaningful cog-
nitive activity and our preliminary analysis of these pauses suggested they primarily 
captured navigational behaviors such as double-clicks. These fast navigation pauses 
primarily occurred preceding actions made when students were locating informa-
tion (Fig.  3b). Through further analysis of pauses, we found that other navigational 
behaviors such as scrolling through search results were of longer duration but did 
not appear to offer additional evidence about the student’s current goal. Based on this 
analysis of pauses preceding planning, locating, and evaluating actions (see Fig. 3) we 
removed pauses shorter than 2.5 s from our analysis. We coded pauses between 2.5 s 
and 10 s as short, pauses between 10 and 30 s as medium, and pauses above 30 s as 
long. While these categories provide our model with a general distinction between 
pauses of different duration, the sequence mining approach (described later in this 
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section) uses both the pause label and the context of the pause within student’s action 
sequences to estimate the cognitive state that generated the pause.

Event granularity

Once we identified the events of significance, we then reviewed the degree of gran-
ularity with which we sampled these events. The raw log file data produced by the 
scenario-based task recorded detailed, time-stamped information about specific stu-
dent actions and system events. Our aim in choosing a representation for this pro-
cess data is to capture the high-level goal states that individuals experience when 
locating information (Rouet & Britt, 2011). Taking a rational analysis approach, we 
reviewed how the log files captured how students planned their search, located infor-
mation, and evaluated sources, and identified a set of key indicator events that could 
be taken as evidence of execution of these goals (Arslan et al., 2023). In certain cases, 
we flagged low-level events such as navigational behaviors like scrolling websites and 
filling in item responses, which captured multistep execution of a single goal. These 
low-level events reflect micro process-related paradata and low-level response input 
data (Kroehne & Goldhammer, 2018). These low-level events reflected activities gen-
erated by a single “behavior”, such as different positions where the scroll bar was 
placed within a document as students scrolled through it, or keystrokes made as stu-
dents answer constructed-response items. For these events we recognized the first 

Plan Search Locate Information

Evaluate Sources

Length of Pauses Preceding Actions (log-seconds) 

C
ou

nt

Length of Pauses Preceding Actions (log-seconds) 

Length of Pauses Preceding Actions (log-seconds) 

C
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A  B

C

C
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Fig. 3 Histograms of the Duration of Pauses Preceding Actions by Multiple-Source Inquiry Subconstruct. a 
Distribution of pauses preceding plan search actions (M 14.4 s, SD 22.7 s); b Distribution of pauses preceding 
locate information actions (M 7.4 s, SD 17.7 s); c Distribution of pauses preceding evaluation of source actions 
(M 103.6 s, SD 134.0 s). Duration is reported in log-seconds. Blue vertical bars indicate inclusion cutoff criteria. 
Pauses less than 2.5 s (the leftmost vertical line) are not coded in our action sequences. These pauses often 
capture time to navigate the interface
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occurrence of one of these events as the start of that activity. This decision reflects the 
inferential approach for identifying theoretically meaningful states given the availa-
bility of process data produced in an assessment discussed described by Kroehne and 
Goldhammer (2018) and Goldhammer et al. (2021) and played an important role in 
determining the duration of pauses between actions.

Data preparation

We removed some sessions from our dataset to improve the descriptiveness of our 
models. We removed 46 sessions in which students visited the Internet Café but did 
not attempt to conduct a search. In these sessions, it appeared that students directly 
returned to the main town map screen without performing any actions within the sim-
ulated web search tool; this could indicate exploratory behavior (e.g., clicking to see 
what is in the location) or a change in goals (i.e., deciding to visit the location but then 
changing one’s mind and returning to the map to select a different location). Next, we 
removed three sessions that contained over 125 actions in the search tool. These sessions 
appeared to include bugs within the logging process that made it difficult to discern what 
actions were made by the student and what were system-generated. In removing these 
sequences, we removed an additional student from our final dataset. In the remainder 
of our analyses in this paper we consider a set of 319 unique sessions generated by 126 
students. Because students could return to the web search at multiple points in the task, 
some have multiple search sessions.

Sequence clustering and modeling

Our aim in clustering students’ search processes is to identify distinct behavioral pat-
terns that help us characterize students’ ability to plan their search, locate websites, and 
evaluate those websites. We used mixture Hidden Markov Models (mHMMs) as an 
approach for modeling clustered timeseries data to model the strategies students used in 
the ELA task. Following a procedure outlined by Helske and colleagues (2016), we took 
a multi-step approach that combined edit distance clustering approach with the use of 
hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to initialize the mHMM model we used to recluster the 
data. We illustrate our complete approach in Fig. 4, from identifying our process data 
representation (Fig. 4a; see section Process Data Representation), selecting an initial set 
of clusters (Fig. 4b), identifying HMM priors for each cluster (Fig. 4c), and fitting final 
mHMM model (Fig. 4d).

Walkthrough of approach

We first translated our raw log files into sequences of temporally ordered events (Fig. 4a; 
described in Process Data Representation section). For example, a short session for a 
student who viewed some reference materials but left without attempting a search would 
be represented as a vector of events (e.g., ‘Start Session, Short Pause, View Reference 
Materials, Medium Pause, Finish Session).

Our next step in identifying the number of clusters present within our sequence data 
(Fig.  4b), we used a normalized optimal matching (OM) metric to calculate the edit 
distance between all sequences (TraMineR package in R; Gabadinho et al., 2011). This 
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algorithmic approach determines the dissimilarity between two sequences by calculat-
ing the number of.substitutions, insertions and deletions (referred to as indels) nec-
essary to transform one sequence into another (for introduction to OM see Martin & 
Wiggins, 2011, pg. 387–409). These transformations can be assigned different penalties 
and costs depending on certain properties of the sequences and goals of the analysis 
(Lesnard, 2009; Luu et  al., 2020; Struder & Ritschard, 2016). The total cost to trans-
form one sequence into another is referred to as the ‘distance’ between sequences. With 

Fig. 4 Multi-Step Strategy Clustering Approach. The output of each step is as follows (a) each session 
represented as a temporally ordered sequence of events; b cluster labels for each sequence; c separate HMMs 
for each cluster provide priors for the transition and emission probabilities of the mHMM; (d) a final mHMM fit 
to the full dataset estimating
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normalized OM we apply Abbott’s normalization (Abbott & Forrest, 1986) to account 
for differences in sequence length by dividing the distance by the length of the longest of 
the two sequences. TraMineR then uses the dynamic programming solution proposed 
by Needleman and Wunsch (1970) to identify the ‘cheapest’ possible transformation 
between each pair of sequences given the cost of substitutions and indels and the nor-
malization procedure (Gabadinho et al., 2011).

Prior research modeling PS-TRE process data has explored a variety of metrics, 
most popular of which is Longest Common Subsequence (LCS; Boroujeni & Dillen-
bourg, 2019; Hao et  al., 2015; He et  al., 2021). Like LCS, normalized OM uses a con-
stant indel cost of 1. Unlike LCS, normalized OM derives substitution costs from the 
transition between events.1 Accounting for variability in transition rates is suggested to 
be more appropriate for modeling this type of time-series data found in the social sci-
ences (Lesnard, 2009).2 The scenario-based task enables students to engage in repeated 
search cycles, such as iterating between scrolling the results and exploring or reading 
the sources; the number of search cycles the student engages in is less important to our 
construct definition than the relevance and reliability of the sources they interact with 
during the search process. Normalized OM allows us to measure differences in the con-
tent of students’ sequences while minimizing the effect of variation in how co-occurring 
actions were ordered and influence of sequence length on cluster formation. We next 
applied hierarchical agglomerative clustering using the Ward method on the resulting 
pairwise OM distances to identify clusters of similar search sequences. We considered 
two different internal evaluation indexes, Calinski-Harabaz index and silhouette width, 
to determine the number of clusters that would maximize similarity between items 
within the cluster and differences between items across clusters (Batool & Henning, 
2021). Once the number of clusters was chosen, we grouped sequences in terms of their 
cluster label.

While the normalized OM metric is sensitive to the temporal cooccurrence of events, 
it does not capture the fact that some actions may take on different meanings depending 
on the context in which they occur. This has implications for how pauses contribute to 
cluster formation. To account for this we use mHMMs to re-cluster the data. Using the 
grouping of sequences based on the edit-distance clusters, we fit separate HMMs, one 
for each cluster (Fig. 4c). We considered models with 4 to 10 states to describe the four 
clusters and used Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to determine best model fit. We 
used the seqHMM package in R (Helske & Helske, 2017) to estimate the model param-
eters using the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm (Baum & Petrie, 1966; Rabi-
ner, 1989) for both HMMs and mHMM. In fitting our HMMs, we used random priors 
to initialize all our emission and transition probabilities, except for a start state that was 
given a 1 probability of the model starting in that state and an end state that was given 

2 Because of its popularity we did explore application of LCS to this dataset. This approach is equivalent to OM with a 
constant substitution cost of 2 rather than variable substitution rate (Elzinga, 2006). We found that LCS was overly sen-
sitive to differences in the length of the sequence. This behavior is noted in prior work comparing dissimilarity measures 
(Studer & Ritschard, 2016).

1 . As described by Gabadinho et  al. (2009) substitution costs are determined from the estimated transition rates as 
2− p

(

si |sj
)

− p
(

sj |si
)

 where p
(

si |sj
)

 is the probability of observing event si at time t + 1 given that event sj has been 
observed at time t. As a result, when certain events frequently transition into each other substitution costs are lower 
than events with lower transition rates.
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a 0 starting probability and 0 probability of transitioning to any other state. Parameters 
were estimated using the EM algorithm. We fit five models with different randomized 
starting values to avoid fitting local optima.

The final transition and emission probabilities from the best fitting model for each 
cluster was then used to initialize the priors for the mHMM (Fig.  4d). The mHMM 
model contains two types of variables (Vermunt et  al., 2008): time-varying discrete 
latent variables and a time-constant discrete latent variable. As a mixture of HMMs, 
the mHMM consist of varying sub-models that characterize the clusters that can have 
different parameters (e.g. initial, transition, and emission probabilities; see Vermunt 
et al., 2008; Helske & Helske, 2016; Helske et al., 2016). The time-varying discrete latent 
variables capture a Markovian transition structure (as a traditional HMM). We choose 
HMMs over a simpler Markov model to represent students’ distinct strategies because 
we believe that students’ actions provide an indirect observation of the cognitive state 
in which they are engaged. This is especially evident in our pause states, which contain 
pauses of different durations occurring within the same context. Prior research has used 
HMMs to model web search strategies from clickstream data captured in realistic set-
tings (e.g., Liu et al., 2006; Luu et al., 2020; Roman et al., 2010). The time-constant dis-
crete latent variables can be viewed as capturing clusters of distinct strategies in web 
environments. Using the mHMM structure, we estimate the probability that a sequence 
is generated by a given submodel (Fig. 4d).

While it is possible to use mHMMs to identify both the number of clusters and num-
ber of states within each cluster, this approach requires the use of information criteria 
to select the number of models and states that best capture the data (Dias et al., 2015). 
In our case, the small number of sequences we have in each cluster and limited num-
ber of observations within each sequence limits the reliability of information criteria to 
determine the numbers of clusters and of latent states within each cluster that best fit 
the data (Costa & Angelis, 2010). In fact, when we explored using the mHMMs initial-
ized with random priors to cluster our data as well as estimate the number of states, we 
best fit a single model that captured all possible states and closely resembled our task 
model (Fig.  2). Prior research using such models suggests that these benefit from the 
selection of informed starting values (e.g., priors for the model transition and emission 
probabilities; Helske, 2021; Helske et al., 2016). We chose to initialize our mHMM such 
that sequences had an equal probability of being clustered in each of the clusters and 
computed both the posterior cluster probabilities and most probable path of hidden 
states for each sequence.

Multi‑Step clustering of ELA data

For our multi-step clustering approach, we used the Ward method to cluster sequences 
based on their edit distance (Fig.  4b shows dendrogram of the projected clusters). In 
considering between 2 through 8 clusters, we found 3 clusters generated the highest Cal-
inski-Harabasz index value (11.7) closely followed by 4 clusters (10.9). Selecting 4 clus-
ters produced the highest average Silhouette width (0.83), this index was much lower 
for the 3-cluster solution (0.69). For the purposes of our analysis, we present a 4-cluster 
solution.
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For each of the 4 clusters, we then fit separate HMMs with between 4 and 10 states to 
the sequences in that cluster (Fig. 4c). Using BIC to compare models for each cluster, we 
found a 9-state model produced the smallest BIC for Cluster 1 and 2, whereas a 5-state 
model produced the smallest BIC for Cluster 3 and 4. Using the transition and emis-
sion probabilities from these models as priors for our mHMM we refit the data. The 
state transition and emission probabilities for our final mHMM model did not change 
greatly, however we did find many of the sequences were reassigned. These four clusters 
of search behaviors differed in terms of the quality of search results and websites viewed, 
the occurrence of significant pauses within students’ search processes, and the overall 
structure of their search processes.

Results
Simulated web search tool usage within the task

During the Free Roam phase of the task students could visit the simulated web search 
tool an unlimited number of times and could submit an unlimited number of search 
terms (i.e., distinct presses of the “search” button). Of the 130 students, 127 (98%) vis-
ited this location at least once, submitting on average 8 search terms over the course of 
completing the task (range: 0 to 59). The modal number of searches submitted was 2, but 
only 27% of participants submitted 2 or fewer search terms; a majority (52%) submitted 
5 or fewer search terms and there was a long tail of outliers submitting more than 30 
searches.

Average performance within the web search tool was 7 of 23 possible points, approx-
imately 32%. Performance was low because students struggled with selecting relevant 
sources, on average viewing only one of the three key websites; only three students (2%) 
viewed all three key websites; 52 students saw one key website (41%), 34 saw two key 
websites (27%), and 38 students (30%) were unsuccessful at locating any of the three use-
ful websites. Most  students saved only one of these websites to the evidence manager 
(n = 75, 58%), while 49 students (38%) saved two, and  again  only three students (2%) 
saved all key websites to the evidence manager. Students who did save key websites (or 
who were provided key websites through system actions) showed difficulty evaluating 
the sources’ relevance, usefulness, and trustworthiness, especially based on responses to 
constructed-response items, suggesting that.some students identified these sources as 
useful and trustworthy but had difficulty explaining or justifying their ratings.

Students varied in how they interacted with the simulated web search tool. Stu-
dents had an average of 2.9 search sessions (SD = 2.3, Min = 1 session, Max = 11 ses-
sions), and spent on average 4.3 min conducting each session (SD = 4.6 min, Min = 5 s, 
Max = 27.6 min). In Table 2 we report the average frequency with which each of the 24 
possible actions appear in students’ sequences. Considering these sources of informa-
tion, we observed several patterns. First, most sequences only contain a small subset 
of the possible actions. Second, sequences can contain long runs of repetitive actions 
(such as when students construct and run successive cycles of searches). Third, sessions 
can vary widely in the total number of actions, with an average of 29.4 actions in each 
sequence and a long-tailed distribution (Min actions = 4, Max actions = 124).
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Table 2 Simulated Web Search Tool Action Labels by Subconstruct Categories

Process data logs were translated into 24 action labels alongside descriptions and alignment to the ELA inquiry construct. 
We also report the mean frequency with which these actions occur within students’ search sequences (standard deviation in 
parentheses reflects variation of these frequencies across sequences)

Alignment to Inquiry 
Subconstructs

Description Action Label Mean Frequency (SD)

Plan Search Student constructs or revises 
their search terms or consults 
reference materials to generate 
a query for the search task

Construct Search 8.4% (3.6%)

View Reference Materials 9.5% (8.9%)

Locate Information Student submits a search by 
pressing search button

Run Search 10% (4.2%)

View Previous Search 5% (3.1%)

Search results are displayed. 
Results were coded in terms of 
their task relevance. Completely 
off-topic results automatically 
triggered a search term hint

Results (High-relevance; i.e., 
two useful websites appear 
in list)

13.2% (6.7%)

Results (Medium-relevance, 
i.e., one useful website appears 
in list)

9.6% (7.1%)

Results (Low-relevance, i.e., no 
useful websites appear in list)

11.2% (7.1%)

Off-topic Results 6.6% (4.7%)

Sources (i.e., websites and 
image results) were coded in 
terms of their task relevance 
and reliability

View Source (High-quality, 
i.e., highly relevant and highly 
reliable)

4.7% (2.7%)

View Source (Medium-quality, 
i.e., partially relevant and mixed 
reliability)

4.5% (2.8%)

View Source (Low-quality, i.e., 
tangentially relevant, and low 
reliability)

7.4% (4%)

Evaluate Sources Websites were evaluated by 
students in terms of Usefulness 
and Trustworthiness

Evaluate (High-quality, i.e., 
student rates source as high 
usefulness and trustworthiness)

5.7% (3.7%)

Evaluate (Mixed-quality, i.e., stu-
dent ratings of usefulness and 
trustworthiness are mixed)

5.0% (3.3%)

Evaluate (Low-quality, i.e., 
student rates source as low 
usefulness and trustworthiness)

4.4% (2.9%)

Evaluate (No Rating) 3.6% (3.3%)

Interface actions Start and End Session; these 
states aid in interpretation of 
strategies

Start Session 6.4% (5.4%)

Finish Session 5.9% (4.6%)

Specific help actions triggered 
by the system if students 
appear to be off-task

Timer Alert (i.e., system warns 
students they have 5 min left 
to search)

4.7% (4.4%)

Key Source Resetting (i.e., 
system provides students with 
relevant resource)

4.6% (3.8%)

Search Term Hint (i.e., system 
provides students with sug-
gested search terms)

6.2% (4.1%)

Students can ask for help and 
receive instructions about using 
the interface

Help (i.e., students can press 
a button to access contextual 
help menu)

5.7% (5.6%)

Pauses between actions Between 2.5 and 10 s Short Pause 18.9% (7.6%)

Between 10 and 30 s Medium Pause 12.2% (5.5%)

Greater than 30 s Long Pause 8.6% (5.1%)
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Characterizing clustered search behaviors

To address RQ1 we consider the evidence that the four clusters our approach identi-
fied reflect distinct search behaviors. Figure 5 provides a visualization of the individual 
sequences and a node and arrow representation of the four clusters with a brief qualita-
tive description of the different states that students experienced.

Cluster 1: Cluster 1 (n = 99 sequences) appears to reflect a relatively proficient strat-
egy use with 89.9% sessions end with the student having saved one or more sources to 
the Evidence Manager. A closer look at the outcome of the search processes catego-
rized in Cluster 1 (Table 3) indicates that 87.9% of these sequences contain instances of 
a student generating search terms that yield a highly-relevant set of results containing 
the two most useful websites. Of these sequences, 52.5% involve the student viewing a 
key source and 57.6% involve saving a key source. Many of these sequences also involve 
viewing (69.7%) and saving (47.5%) at least one low-quality (i.e., irrelevant and/or unre-
liable) resource as well. The search results available within the highly-relevant results 

Fig. 5 Node and arrow representation of HMMs fit to sequences from each of the four identified Clusters. 
Nodes represent hidden states with the color reflecting the probability of the hidden state emitting action 
events (color coded in the legend along the bottom). Arrows represent the transition probabilities, with 
labels and density reflecting specific probabilities. For readability we do not display transition probabilities 
less than .05
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page all mention the historical event that is the focus of the task, but the sources vary 
in reliability and the number of key task claims addressed. The unexpectedly high rate 
of viewing and saving some of the less useful websites in Cluster 1 suggest that it may 
not immediately be apparent to students which of the sources among the highly-relevant 
results meet their needs, or that students are considering relevance without also jointly 
considering reliability or applicability to the ultimate goals of the task.

Our HMM model of Cluster 1 consists of 9 latent states and provides a descriptive 
model of the process by which students interact with the web-search tool (Fig. 5). This 
model identifies three separate pause states that occur in different contexts, likely rep-
resenting different processing. Initially, students transitioned between a pause state and 
constructing a search. This search construction state contains actions around viewing ref-
erence materials, typing new search terms, or revisiting previously generated searches. 
Once a search is issued, we observed potentially thoughtful behavior as students iterated 
between short pauses and review of results and websites. This pattern ends with students 
deciding to save a website, followed by being prompted to evaluate its importance, useful-
ness, and trustworthiness. The pauses increase in length as students complete their evalu-
ations, and from that state they either finish the session or decide to run another search.

Cluster 2: Cluster 2 (n = 162 sequences) is characterized primarily by the presence of 
an off-topic search yielding off-topic results and system generated hints (Table 3). Unlike 
Cluster 1, sequences of this type are more likely to terminate without the student sav-
ing a resource (27.8%). Most of these sequences involve at least one null search yielding 
off-topic results (80.9%); however, over half of these sequences also involve a search that 
returns highly-relevant results (55.6%). This high probability of entering a high-quality 
search query is likely a result of the hints provided to students on running an off-topic 
search. Compared with Cluster 1, fewer of these sequences result in the decision to view 
(25.9%) and subsequently save (28.4%) a key resource. Nearly half (45.6%) of the saves 
occurred due to a system action triggered by the student running out of time on the Free 
Roam section of the task that automatically prompted students to save one of the key 
websites to Evidence Manager before moving on to the Conclusion phase.

Table 3 Percent of sequences in each cluster that contained student search, viewing and saving 
actions of different qualities

Student action Quality Percent of sequences (%)

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4

Search results retrieved from search 
terms

High relevance 87.9 55.6 4.2 20.0

Medium relevance 11.1 24.1 45.8 -

Low relevance 14.1 40.7 - 100

Off topic results 15.2 80.9 - 20.0

Sources accessed from results list (Click 
to View)

High quality resource 52.5 25.9 - 10.0

Medium quality resource 28.3 38.9 37.5 10.0

Low quality resource 69.7 61.1 14.6 90.0

Sources saved to Evidence Manager 
(Save to Evidence Manager)

High quality resource 57.6 28.4 4.2 10.0

Medium quality resource 16.2 27.8 35.4 -

Low quality resource 47.5 45.1 10.4 40.0

Saved no resources 10.1 27.8 58.3 50.0

Resource automatically 
saved by help function

14.1 13.0 4.2 -
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Our HMM model captures fewer and shorter pause states in Cluster 2 than we see 
in Cluster 1 (Fig.  5). Similar to Cluster 1, the first pause state we observe in student’s 
process captures time spent constructing their search terms. Students spend less time 
in this pause state but transition to comparable states (e.g., Construct search and Run 
search) with similar probability. Unlike Cluster 1, the large number of null searches justi-
fies the addition of two states to capture student’s high probability of running an invalid 
search. Additionally, the HMM fit to these sequences features a more direct path from 
the results page to the selection of a website and completion of the evaluation prompts 
in the Evidence Manager. Rather than estimate two pause states dedicated separately to 
locating and evaluating sources, our HMM fit to these.clusters identifies a single pause 
state that students enter after viewing the results page and as they select and evaluate 
a source. The low probability of transitioning from this state back to revisiting the list 
of results for more information or constructing a new search is consistent with flimsy 
behaviors observed in prior research (e.g., Gao et al, 2022; Juvina & Oostendorp, 2008).

Clusters 3: Clusters 3 (n = 48 sequences) capture search sequences that focus on search 
results related to a secondary topic to be investigated in the inquiry task (i.e., two of the 
key task claims students must answer are specific to one aspect of the historical event, 
which could be investigated using scientific, instead of historical sources). One set of 
results included the third key website that addressed both claims about this second-
ary topic, and a substantial portion of sessions in this cluster retrieved this set of results 
(45.8%). These results are considered “medium relevance” (i.e., partially useful) because 
this search does not yield useful information about the larger context of the event (i.e., 
the remaining 8 claims about other aspects of the event). Students using the Cluster 3 
strategy selected medium (37.5%) or low-quality (14.6%) sources to view, but students fre-
quently abandoned the search session without saving any sources (58.3%; see Table 3). 
The high rate of abandoning searches without saving accessed sources that do address the 
task suggests either that these students do not recognize that they need to collect infor-
mation specific to the secondary topic to fully address the task, or that these students may 
be aware that the results generated by their searches do not meet all of their information 
needs but may struggle to construct searches that yield results more useful to the task.

Our HMM models of both Cluster 3 and Cluster 4 have a similar structure containing 
a single pause state that connects all action states (Fig. 5). The action states our models 
identify are less clearly separable, with multiple states emitting the same type of event 
(e.g., two states in Cluster 3 have some probability of emitting actions associated with 
viewing medium quality results) and the creation of states that collapse two conceptually 
different events (e.g., both models create a ‘Run Search’ state that has some probability 
of also emitting viewing resources and running new searches). While the models identify 
a single pause state, the hub-and-spoke structure of the model suggests that this pause 
state reflects a variety of different cognitive processing that occurs between actions. 
Without more observations of these behaviors or greater consistency in the expression 
of these behaviors across sessions, we are unable to separate the different pause states 
using the current approach.

Cluster 4: Sequences classified as Cluster 4 (n = 10 sequences), do not show that 
same awareness of relevance we observe in Cluster 3 sequences. While there are very 
few sequences in this cluster, they all include submission of search terms that yield 
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low-relevance results pages (Table  3). Students retrieving low-relevance results fre-
quently view (90%) low quality sources and 40% save those sources while the other 50% 
(appropriately) leave the web search without saving anything. Unlike Cluster 1, where 
the less useful sources included in the highly-relevant results pages contain some men-
tion of information relevant to the goals of the task, the sources linked within the low-
relevance results sets are not useful for completing the goals of the task (i.e., they do not 
mention and/or are not about the primary or secondary topics and do not address any 
of the key task claims students must evaluate). The high number of views of irrelevant 
sources may be indicative of these students’ struggles with constructing their search, 
recognizing relevant information, and allocating their time and attention within the task.

Relationship between search behaviors and performance

To address RQ2, we examined whether the clusters of search behaviors were related to 
performance on the scenario-based inquiry task. We considered this from two perspec-
tives; how the behaviors contribute to our calculation of score points within the web search 
tool, and how students’ search behaviors relates to their outcome scores on the entire sce-
nario-based task (i.e., across all task phases, locations, and tools), both by task phase, and 
in terms of the constructs the task was designed to measure (planning, locating, evalua-
tion, synthesis; see Coiro et al., 2018, 2019). For both analyses, we exclude Cluster 4 from 
our interpretations due to the limited number of observations within this cluster.

Students’ actions within the simulated web search tool were scored as providing evi-
dence of their ability to locate information (see Table 1). In Table 4 we report student’s 
point earning across the different clusters. To understand the relationship between point 
earning and strategy use, we fit a binomial logistic regression using the lme4 package 
in R (Barr et  al., 2013; Bates, 2007). We modeled whether students earned any points 
within a session as our dichotomous outcome variable. We included in our model the 
Cluster label and how many points the student had left to earn as fixed effects, along 
with a nested random effect to account for the fact that sessions are nested within stu-
dents.3 The coefficients estimated by this model are scaled in terms of logs, so to improve 
interpretability we report the coefficients of our model in terms of odds ratio (OR—the 

Table 4 Sample size and scoring of task when different information locating strategies are used

Average percent possible points earned reflects how many points a student earns in a search session out of the number 
of points they have yet to earn within the task. This accounts for the fact that the amount of information available to find 
diminishes as students locate and accumulate information

Search Behavior 
Cluster

Size Percent of sequences in which any 
points were earned (%)

Average percent 
possible points earned 
(%)

Mean SD

Cluster1 99 65.7 29.3 25.9

Cluster2 162 50.0 18.5 22.1

Cluster3 48 31.3 8.5 14.6

Cluster4 10 20.0 7.5 16.9

3 In lme4 syntax this is formulated as anyEarnedPoints ~ ClusterLabel + nPointsLeft + (1|Student/Session).
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exponentiated coefficient). We find significant differences between Cluster 1 and 3 (OR 
0.35, z = − 2.6 p < 0.05) but not between Cluster 1 and 2 (OR 0.73, z = − 1.1, p = 0.26). 
The odds of earning one or more points from a search is estimated to be 65% lower (95% 
CI of OR 0.16–0.77) for Cluster 3 than Cluster 1. We also observe that the number of 
points a student has left to earn has a significant impact on whether they will earn points 
with any strategy (OR 0.67, z = − 5.1, p < 0.001). This suggests that sequences classified 
as Cluster 1, contribute to higher scores on this subtask than Cluster 3.

Non-parametric Spearman correlations examining the proportion of sessions within 
each cluster indicated distinct patterns of relationships with student-level performance 
in terms of task outcomes; Table 5 reports these correlations for the total task, as well 
as subscores by task phase and by construct. Having a higher proportion of sessions in 
Cluster 1 was associated with higher.performance overall and across all phases of the 
task, while a higher proportion of sessions in Cluster 2 was associated with lower over-
all and phase-level performance. Cluster 1 was especially associated with higher scores 
for searching, evaluation, and synthesis activities, while Cluster 2 was associated with 
lower scores for these constructs, as well as lower scores for planning within the Setup 
phase. The proportion of sessions in Cluster 3 was positively associated with planning 
and questioning subscores and negatively associated with searching subscores but was 
not related to overall or phase-level performance. The proportion of Cluster 4 sessions 
showed weak-to-no relationships to scores.

Search behaviors in task context

With our final research question (RQ3) we consider how search behaviors change 
throughout the task. One of the challenges in modeling search behaviors within the ELA 
virtual world is that students can engage with the simulated web search tool at various 
points throughout the task and can submit an unlimited number of searches within the 
time constraints of the assessment. This changing task context will likely influence the 
type of strategies students use when they engage with the web search tool. Due to the 
design of the task, students can only access the three key websites via the web search 
tool (unless they time out of the Free Roam section and are provided one of the sources 
in order to move on), so, when first entering and interacting with this tool, students 
should have the same underlying information need to locate one or more of those key 
websites. These information needs are needs demanded by the task. While initial needs 
may be similar, prior research suggest student’s awareness and understanding of their 
task goals can vary greatly (Rouet et al, 2021). Over half of students’ first sessions are 
classified in Cluster 2 (56.9%; see Fig. 6). Cluster 1 occurs less frequently (27% of first 
sessions) but among those individuals whose first sessions are classified as this behavior, 
75% can locate key information within that first visit and never revisit the web search.

We can look at how students who visit the web search tool multiple times through-
out the task transition between clusters across their search sessions. Table  6 presents 
the probability of students transitioning from one cluster to another throughout the task 
into a finished state (i.e., nomore searching is conducted). We see that students who con-
duct a search using the Cluster 1 session are most likely to transition into a finished state 
(52% probability). Students who have run a high-quality search and continue to engage 
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Table 5 Spearman Correlations (ρ) of Inquiry Task Performance Variables with Students’ Proportion 
of Search Sessions Classified into Each Cluster

Values exceeding |.20| appear in boldface. Subscores for the Free Roam phase and the Locating and Evaluating 
subconstructs reflect students’ performance on the simulated web search tool, in addition to a simulated library search tool 
and simulated conversations with virtual characters (Coiro et al., 2018, 2019)

Proportion 
sessions in cluster 
1 (n = 99)

Proportion 
sessions in cluster 
2 (n = 162)

Proportion 
sessions in cluster 
3 (n = 48)

Proportion sessions 
in cluster 4 (n = 10)

Total task score

 Inquiry task total 
score (max: 100)

0.310 − 0.325 0.035 0.019

Task phase-level subscores

 Task phase: setup 
(max: 12)

0.228 − 0.251 0.066 − 0.017

 Task phase: free 
roam (max: 51)

0.209 − 0.260 0.044 0.098

 Task phase: con-
clusion (max: 37)

0.203 − 0.259 0.117 − 0.005

Construct subscores

 Subconstruct: 
planning (max: 6)

0.100 − 0.240 0.207 0.083

 Subconstruct: 
locating (max: 22)

0.150 − 0.197 0.084 0.015

 Locating: Ques-
tioning (max: 7)

− 0.053 − 0.089 0.202 0.083

 Locating: Search-
ing (max: 4)

0.407 − 0.254 − 0.226 − 0.041

 Locating: Choos-
ing Sources (max: 
5)

0.095 − 0.112 0.070 − 0.053

 Locating: Saving 
Sources (max: 6)

0.117 − 0.176 0.112 0.001

 Subconstruct: 
Evaluating (max: 
35)

0.260 − 0.275 − 0.019 0.099

 Evaluating: Impor-
tance (max: 7)

0.215 − 0.257 0.029 0.095

 Evaluating: Useful-
ness (max: 14)

0.247 − 0.236 − 0.038 0.052

 Evaluating: 
Trustworthiness 
(max: 14)

0.225 − 0.245 − 0.025 0.118

 Subconstruct: 
Synthesis (max: 
37)

0.203 − 0.259 0.117 − 0.005

Fig. 6 Proportion of Sequences Classified as One of the Four Clusters
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with the tool are equally likely to return and run another Cluster 1 or 2 search. Students 
that apply a search behavior classified as Cluster 2 are less likely to reach a finished state 
(37%) and their next search is likely to either be another Cluster 2 or 1 search behavior. 
Students use search behaviors classified as Cluster 3 and Cluster 4 are likely to continue 
using the web search tool to run more searches; from Cluster 3, it is more likely for their 
next search to be classified as Cluster 1 or 2 rather than another Cluster 3 type search.

We applied a mixed effects logistic regression to test whether students who have 
information left to find within the web search tool are more likely to return to conduct 
another search than students who have met their information needs. We are specifi-
cally interested in whether there is an interaction such that students who use the Clus-
ter 1 behavior are more sensitive to the information needs than students who exhibit 
other search behaviors. Again, Cluster 4 was excluded from this analysis due to limited 
observations. We treated whether the student returned to conduct another search after 
completing the current search as our dependent variable. We included in our model the 
Cluster label of the current search behavior (1–3) and the number of remaining points 
(0–8) students could earn within the tool after completing their current search (see 
Table 1 for scoring rules). We also included in our model the interaction between cur-
rent strategy cluster and points remaining, and a random intercept for students.4 We 
fit the mixed effects logistic regression with nested random effects to capture sessions 
within students using the lme4 package in R (Bates, 2007).

In our model, we accounted for a significant amount of the variance predicting stu-
dents’ return to use the tool with a fixed effects for current strategy cluster and the num-
ber of points left to earn as well as significant interactions between points remaining and 
clusters (Table 7). This analysis shows that for all three clusters the probability of return-
ing to use the tool is greatest when students have the most information remaining to 
locate (quantified in terms of points remaining to earn for searching, viewing, and saving 
actions based on the current task scoring rules). This effect was strongest for sequences 
classified as Cluster 1. This suggests that after executing a Cluster 1 search students are 
more sensitive to their individual, task-specific information needs than Cluster 2 or 3.

Table 6 Transition probability matrix of search strategies used throughout the task

Cluster assignment of next web search session

Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Done

Cluster assignment of current web search session

 Cluster1 0.19 0.19 0.09 0 0.53

 Cluster2 0.19 0.35 0.08 0.02 0.37

 Cluster3 0.27 0.29 0.19 0 0.25

 Cluster4 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.20

4 In lme4 syntax this model is formulated as ReturnsToSearch ~ ClusterLabel * nPointsLeft + (1|Student/Session).
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Discussion
In this study we consider some of the limitations of current assessments of DIL and 
present an assessment task that seeks to create a realistic context in which students are 
tasked with locating, comprehending, evaluating, synthesizing, and applying informa-
tion in response to a scenario-based multiple-source inquiry task in a richly interactive 
virtual world platform. The scoring rules we developed when creating this task (e.g., 
Table  1) capture key indicators we would expect to be produced by students who are 
proficient with the different decision-making processes and search strategies that would 
underlie successful demonstrations of multiple-source inquiry skills within the ELA task. 
These scoring rules however do not consider the processes by which students arrive to 
these different choices. In this study, we brought together theory-driven and data-driven 
elements to understand how process data may provide greater insight into the informa-
tion search skills of students. Using theoretically-grounded approaches to analyze pro-
cess data we aimed to characterize differences in students’ search behaviors and identify 
whether there are systematic differences between the task outcome measures and pat-
terns in student behavior within the task.

From search behaviors to information search strategies

With RQ1 we sought insight into the different information search strategies students 
used when engaging with the simulated web search tool. We used an unsupervised clus-
tering approach that combines edit-distance clustering and mixture hidden Markov 
models (mHMMs) to identify groups of sequences that shared similarities in the quality 
of the materials interacted with, the time spent on different actions, and the context of 
those actions. These clusters provide a descriptive account of the different search behav-
iors in our task. We suggest descriptive labels for the types of search behaviors captured 
by each cluster: thoughtful searches, scaffolded searches, secondary topic searches, and 
low-quality searches. Students who construct well-targeted search terms on entering the 
search tool (Cluster 1; Thoughtful Search) are much more likely to view and save useful 
resources. Students who construct search terms that are off-topic receive strong feed-
back from the system, including a noninteractive list of completely irrelevant results and 
system generated hints designed to encourage more task-relevant search terms (Cluster 

Table 7 Mixed effects logistic regression predicting the probability of returning to use web-search 
tool

Predictors Odds Ratios logit(preturn) p
CI

(Intercept) 0.01 0.01–0.01  < 0.001

ClusterLabel [Cluster 2] 12.63 12.55–12.70  < 0.001

ClusterLabel [Cluster 3] 57.72 57.37–58.07 < 0.001

nPointsLeft 2.46 2.45–2.48  < 0.001

ClusterLabel[Cluster 2]* nPointsLeft 0.61 0.60–0.61  < 0.001

ClusterLabel[Cluster 3]* nPointsLeft 0.50 0.50–0.51  < 0.001

N Session 11

N UserID 124

Observations 309

Marginal  R2 /Conditional  R2 0.238/0.339
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2; Scaffolded Search). Although these hints guide students to primarily high-relevance 
results, we continue to see differences between these two strategies in terms of the inter-
actions with resources. Students using the Thoughtful Search behavior more frequently 
view and save useful resources than students using the Scaffolded Search behavior. In 
both search behaviors we observe students frequently viewing and saving less useful 
results as well. This type of behavior may indicate a lack of cognitive development or 
prior educational experiences affecting students’ ability to distinguish the content’s rele-
vance and reliability from cues present within the search results descriptions and within 
the sources themselves (Rouet et al., 2021).

The other two search behaviors we identify capture students’ searching primar-
ily medium-relevance (Cluster 3; Secondary Topic Searches) and low-relevance results 
(Cluster 4; Low Quality Searches). Without the scaffolding support generated by the 
system in response to an off-topic search, students using these two behaviors are much 
more likely to abandon their search without viewing or saving any sources. Our Second-
ary Topic search behavior (Cluster 3) captures students who construct search queries 
that focus on a secondary topic within the task (i.e., information relevant to only two 
of the key task claims). This cluster may reflect either a flimsy navigation pattern or a 
satisficing search strategy. Students using flimsy navigation patterns only consider a few 
resources before ending their search prematurely. This is believed to be due to issues 
surrounding student’s lack of motivation (Gao et  al., 2022) or disorientation within 
the interface (Juvina & Oostendorp, 2008). The satisficing strategy, on the other hand, 
involves sequential evaluation of the sources against a specific goal and minimal explora-
tion of available resources. These goals are often set prior to the search and if this accept-
ability threshold is not met by the set of results, students may draw conclusions about 
the general usefulness of the information space and choose to abandon that location to 
search elsewhere (List & Alexander, 2017; Wilkinson et al., 2012). While the satisficing 
strategy has been described as an effective navigation pattern (Gao et al., 2022), if stu-
dents struggle to identify the primary topic of the task the poor alignment between their 
task goals and the information provided by the web search tool may cause students using 
this strategy to abandon their searches when it is inappropriate to do so. In our study, 
students using the Secondary Topic search behavior frequently abandon their searches 
without saving any sources (i.e., perhaps overlooking the relevance of the partially use-
ful source to two of the key task claims). They also appear more selective in viewing 
resources, viewing, and saving low utility resources at much lower rates compared to 
the other behavior clusters. While the high rates of search abandonment are consistent 
with a flimsy navigation pattern, if these searches are abandoned because sources do not 
meet students’ goals, this behavior is in line with a satisficing strategy. More research is 
needed to distinguish between these two behaviors. Such research would benefit from 
insight into student’s goals and how students evaluate the individual items on the results 
pages.

The least frequently observed strategy, Low Quality Searches (Cluster 4), captures 
students who run searches that yield low relevance results and choose to view and save 
resources that are not useful, relevant, or reliable. These individuals seem to struggle 
across all dimensions of the task both in their creation of search terms, their sensitivity 
to cues about information reliability, and their ability to assess information relevance. 
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With so few sequences classified in this cluster it is difficult to know if this strategy 
would generalize to a different dataset.

Strategic behavior reflects deliberate decisions and actions taken to achieve specific 
goals. Within the space of multiple document comprehension and digital literacy, such 
strategies are often discussed in terms of the individual’s effort, intentionality, and goal 
orientation (Afflerbach & Cho, 2009; Afflerbach et  al., 2008; Cho, Afflerbach, & Han, 
2018). The strategies students use are responsive to both the digital information envi-
ronment and the continuously updated mental model of the student (Cho & Affler-
bach, 2017; Rouet, 2006; Rouet & Britt, 2011), suggesting that student’s search behaviors 
reflect larger processing chains of strategies that interact and influence each other as 
information is uncovered (Cho et al., 2018). Across the four search clusters we identify 
within this task we see evidence of strategic behaviors; however, it is unlikely that each 
of the clusters represents a singular strategy. A limitation of our current approach is that 
it is challenging to separate the individual strategies that students use throughout the 
search process from the larger processing chain which our model appears to capture. 
Additionally, without insight into the mental processes of the student (e.g., as captured 
by think-aloud protocols; Keehner et  al., 2017), decoding how these behaviors reflect 
strategies observed in different task environments involves a degree of subjectivity. One 
promising direction for future research would be to generate example sequences within 
this task reflecting common search and navigation strategies and use an edit-distance 
based approach to identify if similar patterns exist within our observed data. This would 
extend the approach used by He and colleagues (2021) to calculate distance from the 
optimal solution to detect strategies.

Relationship between search behaviors and task performance

In addressing RQ2, we found evidence that while search behaviors differed in their con-
tribution to students’ total scores, correlations between the use of these behaviors and 
overall assessment scores were generally weak-to-moderate. Rouet et al. (2021) identify 
three critical demands of DIL tasks that pose significant challenges for young people: 
“(a) the need of information users to understand their task and to generate and update 
their search goals accordingly; (b) the need to use proximal and distal cues in order to 
access information of interest while minimizing the time spent processing irrelevant 
information; (c) the need to assess the adequacy and sufficiency of information with 
respect to the end goal and/or product” (p. 5). In piloting the ELA scenario-based task, 
we observed the presence of these challenges with some students struggling to locate the 
most useful sources and complete all activities within the 90-min administration win-
dow (Sparks et al., 2018). The hints and alerts we built into the task to support students 
in understanding the task goals and managing their time-on-task, are also many of the 
events that distinguish between the four search behaviors we identified in our analy-
sis. Students were not penalized for receiving these nudges in the task scoring rules. A 
promising direction for future work is to explore joint modeling approaches for scor-
ing ability using both response accuracy and hint use (e.g., Bolsinova et al., 2022). Based 
on our investigation of RQ2 we hypothesize that alternative scoring models such as 
assigning partial credit to sources found as a result of scaffolds and considering student’s 
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sensitivity to scaffolding when information is missed may increase the sensitivity of the 
ELA scoring model to the challenges described by Rouet et al. (2021).

Search behaviors in context

Our third research question was focused on understanding how the use of search behav-
iors evolved within the changing context of the task. As students used the tools within 
the ELA virtual world environment, we expected to see changes in their web search 
strategies driven by the accumulation of useful information for the task. Thoughtful 
Search behaviors occurred primarily within the first few visits and had a high probabil-
ity resulting in students finishing their use of the web search tool. Overall, we see that 
students are more likely to return to the web search tool when there was additional rel-
evant information in the tool they had yet to view or save, however sessions classified as 
Thoughtful Search showed the greatest sensitivity to how much information was left to 
locate. Sessions classified as Scaffolded Search and Secondary Topic were less likely to 
conclude students’ use of the web search tool. In comparison with Thoughtful Searches, 
students who ran one of these searches were more likely to return to the web search 
tool when they had already exhausted all relevant information or finish using the web 
search tool when there was information yet to find. This difficulty in identifying whether 
the information gained within a search is sufficient to complete a task is a well-docu-
mented challenge for students (Rouet et al., 2021). In future iterations of our task design, 
we could add additional supports that provide students who repeatedly use these search 
behaviors with explicit feedback concerning how much information they have left to find 
and where they should look. As discussed in the previous paragraph, not only could this 
type of support may help students complete the task within the administration window, 
but we could also use this information to extend our scoring model to account for the 
use of these triggers in our estimation of student skill.

A Cognition‑centered approach

Throughout this study we aimed to employ a theory-based approach from assessment 
design to data analysis and interpretation (Arslan et al., 2023; Goldhammer et al., 2021; 
Kroehne & Goldhammer, 2018). Following recommendations for valid interpretation of 
our process data (Goldhammer et al., 2021), we outlined the connections between our 
target attribute (multiple-source inquiry), the design of our task and behaviors it elic-
its and the construction of process indicators that provide empirical evidence of these 
behaviors of interest. Reflecting on our approach there were several areas where theory 
was especially helpful in guiding data-driven analysis of process data as well as areas 
where it was unclear how theory should contribute to how we analyze, interpret, and 
use process data. In this final section we consider the challenges and highlight areas 
where future research can support how we incorporate theory in the use of data-driven 
methods.

The role of theory when applying data‑driven methods

The development of complex, interactive assessments creates an opportunity to use a 
wide variety of data mining approaches to make sense of students’ processes and per-
formances. While these approaches have been used frequently to study instructional 
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data (e.g., intelligent tutoring systems; Pardos, 2017), using these approaches to support 
the design, use, and interpretation of large-scale assessments poses a unique set of chal-
lenges. In their recent paper on theory-driven construction of process data indicators, 
Goldhammer et al. (2021) outline some guidance for how assessment frameworks such 
as ECD could be extended to inform the creation of process indicators. We found build-
ing from this approach especially valuable when identifying how to represent the pro-
cess we used to fit our models. Process data generated by the scenario-based ELA task 
capture a variety of behaviors from task specific problem solving to interactions with the 
interface. While we focus on theories of multi-document comparison and information 
search, our analysis approach provides a path by which we could capture evidence con-
sistent with alternative theories (e.g., information foraging theory) and consider other 
types of behaviors. In future research, we could adapt the event representation to reflect 
other information we believe students use to drive their decisions such as the order in 
which resources are presented in the search results returned by the web search tool 
(Kammerer & Gerjets, 2012).

As we explore new data-driven approaches it is important to consider the role of the-
ory in informing and evaluating the modeling choices we make. In the current study, 
there were several decisions we made in building this analysis where it was less clear how 
theory could be used to inform our approach. For example, we used an edit-distance 
approach originally developed to support natural language processing but increasingly 
used within large-scale assessments to identify strategies in process data (for review 
Goldhammer et al., 2020). Identifying an edit distance metric that was appropriate for 
our hypotheses about strategy use and sensitive to indicators of strategy within our log 
data was challenging. We found that LCS, a popular edit distance metric used in prior 
studies using PS-TRE data, was sensitive to small differences in navigation patterns and 
formed clusters that primarily captured variation in sequence length. In designing our 
task, we provided students with navigational freedom to choose between a variety of 
actions. Given this freedom we expected variability in how students searched for infor-
mation. Applying a new literacies perspective, we recognized that while the specific 
order of actions might vary, the context in which actions occurred was an important 
reflection of variation in how students construct their knowledge. This led us to select 
an alternative approach, normalized OM, which was better suited for our dataset since it 
expressed greater sensitivity to patterns cooccurrence between these events.

Even so, the limitation of this edit-distance approach in capturing the structure of 
information search cycles that are present in models of multiple-document use like MD-
TRACE (Rouet & Britt, 2011), led us to explore the use of mHMMs to detect meaningful 
between group differences in timeseries processes. Throughout this process of select-
ing and applying modeling methods we looked to MD-TRACE to guide our expecta-
tions; however, it was not always clear how best to modify our data-driven approaches 
to capture student’s search processes. In the same way we consider how theory should 
inform the creation of process indicators (Goldhammer et al., 2021), we should also con-
sider how theory can best inform the selection and use of data driven approaches. Not 
only would the field benefit from comparisons across methods and model parameteriza-
tions (e.g., Lesnard, 2009), but future research using these approaches should explicitly 
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discuss how modeling choices capture properties of the task, assessment instrument and 
cognitive processes underlying student behavior (e.g., Luu et al., 2020).

The role of theory when validating data‑driven models

A traditional validation strategy, nomothetic span involves showing a relationship 
between the process indicator and a standardized measure measuring a similar construct 
(Embretson, 1983; Keehner et  al., 2017; Goldhammer et  al., 2021). Much of the prior 
research using unsupervised approaches to model strategies in large scale assessments 
consider nomothetic span by showing differences in the item score (e.g., Gao et al., 2022) 
or assessment score (e.g., He et al., 2021). The challenges we face in establishing nomo-
thetic span in the current study is in part related to the challenge of assessing a complex 
set of competencies. While environments like the ELA Virtual World are designed to 
elicit behaviors and component abilities of the multiple-source inquiry construct, these 
abilities may come interact within an open task to create experiences that can differ 
widely between individuals. This interaction between subconstructs/components is an 
important aspect of contemporary literacy and DIL and is reflected in models of multi-
ple-document use such as MD-TRACE. However, efforts to design performance-based 
assessments that attempt to simulate real world contexts should also explore building 
and validating more nuanced scoring models that capture the complex interactions 
between task variability and individual variability. Future research would benefit from 
measuring the lower-level skills hypothesized to drive individual differences in strategy 
use. For example, identifying whether measures such as individuals’ awareness of cues to 
the usefulness of information for their task (e.g., relevance and reliability) and sensitivity 
to costs (e.g., time, effort), explain variance in student’s use of different search behaviors 
would provide evidence of nomothetic span while maintaining a sensitivity to the cogni-
tive processes underlying the construct.

An alternative approach for establishing construct validity, the construct representa-
tion approach, seeks to explain task variability through the theoretical cognitive mecha-
nisms underlying the task (Embretson, 1983). Computational cognitive models offer a 
method for establishing a clear expectation for how differences in cognitive processing 
would result in different observable behaviors when completing the task. Establish-
ing that the variance detected in process data reflects variation in cognitive processing 
becomes much more challenging when using data-driven approaches. In the current 
study, we found evidence that our clustered search behaviors capture differences in 
student behavior that are consistent with theories of how context and ability influence 
information search processes (Rouet et al., 2021). While this analysis provides a descrip-
tive view of how students engaged with the web search tool, we are limited in the claims 
we can make with this type of evidence. One approach to establish construct representa-
tion validity evidence, is to introduce variation in task characteristics or experimental 
designs to create conditions under which differences should be present and detectable 
(Goldhammer et al., 2021). Applying this approach in complex tasks such as the current 
ELA task risks imposing constraints which change the realism of the task. A promising 
direction for future research would be to revisit Embretson’s (1983) original suggestion 
and take advantage of computational cognitive models such as SNIF-ACT and ACT-R 
to build models of task performance (Anderson, 2009; Pirolli & Fu, 2003; Ritter et al., 
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2019). Such models would provide us with a way to generate predictions that are sensi-
tive to an individual’s unique path through the task and capture how student behavior 
reflects their current task goals.

The ELA Virtual World was developed to explore what future large-scale assessments 
of DIL competencies could look like if they reflected the complexities of contemporary 
theory and practice. In this paper we discuss how the theory which informed this task 
design should similarly inform how we model the process data generated from that 
task. The primary contribution of the theoretically-grounded approach we describe is 
to provide a qualitative understanding of student strategy use in a complex, dynamic 
simulation-based and scenario-based environment. This reflects ongoing research on 
how these search behaviors can be used to complement and contextualize quantitative 
scores generated from complex task environments, yielding a more nuanced picture 
of students’ DIL proficiency as estimated from integrated performances within online 
multiple-source inquiry tasks. Based on these results we identify future directions for 
modifying the scenario-based ELA task to better capture differences in student search 
strategies and to improve our measurement model to provide a more nuanced view of 
the constituent subconstructs required for skilled performance.
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